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EDITORIAL

- ,~o
Last month Miss Sten Russell aimed hard and telling blows at the

official and unofficial snoopers, crackpots and 6ther neur-otics whose
aim these days is to. whittle away Important human rights" all in the
name of the most pure and high.minded civic m6rality.

Her Edito.rial exposed the outward manifestions of this tendency in
our own country, N6w, an attempt will be made to. uncover- mor-e urii-
versal aspects of this menace. It is one honoring no. geo.graphicallimits
61' national boundar-ies for, lying. behind every visible expression may
be disc6vered the age-Iong battle to. control men's, minds, through eollec-
tive agencies of one sort or-arrother-,

At first glance the battle would appear to. be one between the weak
and the strong, a lust for- power- to. subjugate men's minds and their
bodies, Many pat and even learned books have been written ar-ound this
thesis, but is it a sound one ? Or, to. put it differently, who.are the strong
and who. the weak?

To. answer this, let us examine a significant factor common to. both
mQdern Fascism and Communism, as well as the older autho.ritarian
• a j sa
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religiQus systems of the West and their slbfirrgs, the Oriental escapist
doetnines. Is not each of them in its own way rigid with fear, the fear tha.t
the human mind cannot be allowed to.function without being watched?
Each of them discloses, despite many rnoce or- less Ingerrious disguises,
the weak and trembling fears of its proponents that chaos will fo.llo.W
should the slightest devlations be allowed ; that controls must therefore
be Imposed.

It would appear that a great many persons are afraid to. grow up in.
tellectually and morally, They cling rigidly to. fixed positions and estab-
lished dogmas, terrified with superstitious pr-emorritions at the prospect
of having to.think about something for themselves, or at aflowing others
to. do. the same.

Their fears are genuine. The causes of the fears are not, Laws pres·
ently directed at homosexuality can be chang,ed without bringing down
fire and br-imstone, Titillating peep-hole surveillance of homosexuals
by the police, the State Department, the FBI and other social agencies
could be eliminated at considerable saving to. the taxpayers without pre·
cipitating another "decline and fall" of society,

Like the dope addict, the frightened authorttartan must feed Irim-
self with ever stronger and stronger doses of authortty. He must do.
this lest he have to. face those sickening fears, and weaknesses which
rot him from within. At heart he mistrusts the essential healthiness of
heterosexualtty, If not, why is he so.afraid of homosexualttyr His revul-
sion at homosexualfty is not natural. Is it a device for- pr-otecting Irim-
self from having to. do. some real honest-to-goodness thinking about ~he
very alarming insecurities, inherent in marriage and the family s,trnc.
ture?

Until we shall attain mature and sensible views about socio-sexual
matters thought-control is apt to. stay with us concerrring onr' private
Iives, Until we are willing to. study and to. think about such questions as
male and female homosexualjty-c-fbeir- relevance to. the Institution of
marriage, to. overpopulation and hirth'cQntrQI, to. juvenile delinquency
and to. many other- prob'lems, fears and phobias and the general un-
healthiness of a thought-control society will be with us, f'or controls in
one area of life lead inevitably to. controls in all direetions,

Be of good cheer, for at least some are discerning that it is the thought-
controllers, the status quo. crowd who.are the real neurotics, Despite the
many ominous signs to. the contrary we are in an age of tremendous
socio-sexual changes.

As each of us gets down to. work and uses, his own sovereign PQwer
of thinking foe himself just a little more actively than he did yesterday,
as he resists, a little more vigorously the numerous brain-washfng cults
of the day, he will hasten the time when society will glQry in men's de·
viations and at the richness that this promises,

Nature has indicated the way for- us·,for- never are two.diatoms or two.
sn6wflakes just alike. Nature abhors conformity. Whatever be the same-
nesses and the Interconnections it is diversity that is natural. Rigid CQn·
trols are unnatural and, in the Iong run, self-defeating, Deviation is
here to. stay. Why not relax and enjoy it?

William Lambert, Associate Editor
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What used to be a theme shrouded
in secrecy has lately come out into
the sunshine, and come in for a lot of
healthy fresh air discussion. The
clergy, psychiatrists, sociologists and
the homosexuals themselves, have
given some candid and helpful
thought to the problems homosexuals
face and helped to dissipate the ersatz
mystery surrounding homosexuality.

Inevitably, the novelists are getting
interested. Or rather, since they've
been interested for quite some time,
let's say they're getting brave. The
best and the worst seem to be trying
the field: the best for reasons of real
sympathetic interest or real personal
involvement; the worst for money.
The worst have done no good for the
cause of enlightened understanding
on the part of the general public. But
it is true that the relaxed social struc-
tures against the very existence of
homosexuality, and the enormous
flood of literature on the subject have
together done more good than harm,
if only because they encourage at.
tention and discussion.

It seems to me the novelists have a
special strength in that they can show
genuine situations and genuine peo-
pIe doing believable things. The
psychologists and sociologists are
limited to case histories and statistics.
These case histories are bound to be
pretty gloomy, when you consider the
type of unhappy individuals the pro.
fessionals are seeing. The statistics
are dry at worst and bewildering at
best.

So the novelists are in a position to
make the homosexual real; make his
friends, social contacts, his mode of
life, his fields of work, his morals,
his morale real and understandable
to the reading public.

A lot of ground has been broken
since that old warhorse, "Well of
Loneliness" first saw print in the 20's,
but today as then it is still harder
to publish books about male homo-
sexuals than about female homosex-

secrets

of the

gay

novel

by ann bannon
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uals. Scenes about male homosexuals
with any degree of frankness will
likely be amputated from the novel,
no matter how much violence the
amputation may do to the sense of
the book.

Many novelists try to cover the sub-
ject and get away with it by punish-
ing the homosexual characters in
their stories all out of proportion to
the minor sins they may commit. If
the denouement isn't violent, then at
least, it has to be sad.

I think it's possible today to write
a good, well-balanced novel about
homosexuality and its attendant prob-
lems. I don't think it is always, or
often, done. However, the mere fact
that it is occasionally possible speaks
well for the future. A top flight
novelist needn't be terrified of mud-
dying his good name forever if he
takes up the theme.

It is certainly true that some writers
are still afraid, or cautious, about
letting their true names be associated
with a gay novel or story, but I think
the numb en is dwindling. There are
such quantities of excellent writers
who have explored the subject with-
out any squirming embarrassment or
overworked explanations of "why I
did it," that anybody interested in
writing in the field can take heart.

I am not chiding our writers for
what they haven't done or haven't
yet been able to do. When you are
writing for the general public, you
have to bear in mind the vast im-
movable normalcy you're attacking.
Because that's the way the public
takes it: as an attack.

I like to think that nobdy is really
normal: not one hundred percent.
Everyone has quirks that would be
damn hard to define in his creative
writing class without making himself
out to be anything from cannibal to
necrophiliac. Nobody has a monop-
oly on normality-not even the smug
and comfortable family man with a
wife, six kids and the weekly lawn

to mow.
The trouble is: he thinks he does.

Most people who don't positively
know otherwise, are convinced that
they are normal. Anybody who differs
too radically from their mode of life,
their knowledge and experience, is
abnormal. Some people believe that
they are normal, merely because they
are heterosexual.

Some types of abnormality lend
themselves readily to sympathy. You
find Gray Ladies minding paraple-
gics in hospitals, white people join.
ing the NAACP, childless couples
taking active interest in the PT A. But
you don't see many of the straight
clan publicly and openly joining
hands to work in the homosexual
cause. Why? Well, no Gray Lady
was ever accused of having mechan-
ical hands, a white man can safely
aid the NAACP without being sus-
pected of Negro blood. But even the
most sympathetic and civic minded
heterosexual will boggle if he's asked
to sign up for active work with a
homosexual group.

As to the novel ... hard cover,
quality fiction reviewed in the best
critical media, advertised and pro·
moted in book stores and dealing with
homosexuality, is inevitably a little
self-conscious. A number' of people
who consider themselves perfectly
normal are going to read it and the
novelist seems to have the heavy bur-
den of making his people believable
and sympathetic to homosexual read-
ers and at the same time believable
and unsympathetic to heterosexual
readers,

This mixed audience, coupled with
difficult editorial standards has reo
sulted in many of the stereotypes in
gay novels that have bothered a lot
of us.

On the other hand, someone writ-
ing gay novels Ion a soft or paper
cover house has an entirely different
range of problems. First, his audience
is largely gay. Unquestionably, many
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idly curious matrons dashing through
the supermarket will pick up such a
book and read some of it and their
husbands may glance at the bedroom
scenes, but for the most part, the
audience is either gay or wants to be,
or has a strong, built-in sympathy al-
ready for the subject.

Paperbacks are universally avail-
able; they are inexpensive. They
have the advantage of escaping cri-
tical scrutiny and analysis in the in-
fluential book reviews. This, of course,
makes for some sloppy writing, but it
also gives a much greater freedom
than the hardcover novelists expe-
rience. There are towns in this coun-
try not just Boston, either-where
paperbacks, just because they are
paperbacks, are not kindly received,
no matter how demure the damsel on
the cover. But on the whole, there is
more freedom in the paperback and
more truth is likely to come out.

Unquestionably a lot of this writ-
ing is pure hack work. There are
editors who will say to a competent
professional writer, "I need a lurid
little item to boost sales. Give me a
hundred and eighty pages of lesbian-
ism." So off he goes, blank as the
back side of the moon, to grind out
all the prurient love scenes he can
cook up in the allotted time and
space. The only difference between
this book and his others is that in-
stead of boy-meets-girl, it's girl-meets-
girl. It doesn't matter to him that the
girls might go at things a little dif-
ferently. He just writes the same old
guff the way he always has, gives the
characters new names and a new
setting and the publisher gussies it
up with sexy blurbs and a cover
featuring a female in bluejeans.

I think the best of the paperback
originals have avoided crass commer-
cialism for the most part. I have made
some concessions to it-minor ones
having to do with dramatic temper
tantrums or a chase scene, rather than
sex-because it has been pictured to..

me by my editors as a vital selling
point. It may startle you to know
that a paperback original has to sell
close to 200,000 copies in its first
printing to be a best seller. A hard
cover novel selling only 30,000 copies
is considered a best seller. Naturally,
the paperback editors count on the
low price to peddle more of their
books, but they count on good de-
pendable fast action and sex, as well.

Some writers can and do work well
working full-tilt to grind out up to
three paperbacks a year. However,
there is little time to polish the sub-
tleties and revise the clumsy passages.
So, occupying this humble position in
the publishing world, we can say
things that could not be whispered
to Bennett Cerf or Charles Scribner's
Sons. We can come closer to the real-
ities of gay life than the more elevated
hard cover novels,

To judge from the huge correspond-
ence I get from my readers, almost
all of them are gay. I doubt if the
same could be said for readers of
Durrell, Renault or Isherwood or
dozens of others with exalted reputa-
tions, for all the best reasons. None-
theless, it has given me a special in-
sight into how other homosexuals live,
what their interests are and how they
respond to homosexuals in print. A
great many of them believe that since
I've solved the problems my charac-
ters were facing, I can solve theirs,
too. I have so many requests for ad-
vice that I'm beginning to feel a little
like the "Ann Landers" of the gay
set. But I am flattered, even so, be-
cause they seem to have faith in me
and the people I write about have ap-
parently come across to readers as
genuine human beings.

One thing I've learned from my
readers which applies to my novels is
the simple, but all important, fact that
homosexuals, male and female, are as
vastly diversified in temperament, in-
terests, social and financial status, and
intelligence as heterosexuals. I never
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really believed in a homosexual stereo-
type. But, my experience was strictly
limited to a small personal acquaint-
ance and beyond that I didn't know
any more of the gay world than it
knew of me. Growing up in a con-
servative middle-class spine-of-society
background and getting more of the
same in college, it came as quite a
shock to me that I could admire, even
love, somebody from a totally dif-
ferent background and sphere of
knowledge and tradition. I was over-
sheltered, it is true. But I've dis-
covered, reading these many letters
from my readers, that a lot of them
are, too. They aren't all, or even
mostly, big-city sophisticates. Some of
them write to ask if Greenwich Vil-
lage is a real place. It is quite a
responsibility to think that I am their
only link with what must seem to
them like an exotic Shangri-La they
will never have the chance to see.

In my writing I have made an
effort to describe locales accurately
and to include a variety of person-
alities. I think a lot of heterosexuals
think that homosexuals are emotion-
ally all of a piece and one of the things
I have hoped my books would do, as
a sort of side 'effect, is make the point
that the gay are as various as the
straight.

Little by little real people are creep-
ing into the gay novels and into other
books where a homosexual may play
only a peripheral role. While many
people have similarities with many
others, I have always thought that
each individual's personal different-
ness from the rest of humanity was
what made him unique and valuable
. . . and that goes for everybody,
whatever his sexual persuasion.

Another stereotype in the gay novel
has to do with the style of writing.
You don't find quite so much panting
and purple prose in real life as you
do in a novel, whether it's gay or
straight. Most of the time the days
bump by in an indistinguishable

stream; long dull stretches broken by
far-spaced excitement.

The novelist has to catch and con-
centrate the drama of perhaps a life-
time in a few short pages. When he's
writing about homosexuality, the
temptation seems to be to overdo it. It
is true that the real Old West, for ex-
ample, never saw John Wayne firing
ten shots out 0'£ his six-shooter, or
Jane Russell sauntering out of a
saloon in corkscrew curls and not
much else. It is equally true that most
gay circles never saw some of the
eye-poppin' excesses described by our
less circumspect writers. Most homo-
sexuals live rather quiet lives, work
hard enough and try to maintain a
little discretion on the home front.
But that doesn't sell books. News-
papers thrive on the stories about one
girl shooting another girl's husband,
or some grizzled codger dragooning
a highschool boy into his car, all with
dramatic and tragic results. Nobody
ever reads that George and Alan
celebrated their tenth wedding anni-
versary or that Jane Doe got a gold
watch from the Daughters of Bilitis
in honor of her unselfish years of
service.

So writers manufacture a little ex-
citement. A certain amount of this is
right and good. We don't want to sit
around and read about somebody else
sitting around and reading. The dan-
ger is that the prose will get a little
too hot and the picture will become
perverted beyond all connection with
reality. I believe it is unjust for a
novelist to distort the lives and actions
of his gay characters for purely mer-
cenary reasons. The homosexual
world is not confined to North Beach,
Greenwich Village, the Left Bank.
The homosexual is not invariably a
promiscuous screwball. He doesn't
spend his days cruising and his nights
boozing. He doesn't go ring-around-
the-rosy with the pin-up boy on the
Vice Squad once a week. He doesn't
bed-hop from lover to lover, plot to
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seduce the innocent or primp III

front of public mirrors.
Not that these things never happen.

But they happen to heterosexuals, too.
The novelist who gives the impression
that they happen all the time in the
gay world; that this is common ex-
pected behaviour in day-to-day gay
living, is doing vicious harm to homo-
sexuals everywhere ... most of whom
live decorous lives into which they
put as much dignity and intelligence
as they can.

The need to serve conventional mor-
ality, if only in token, is another of
the stereotypes that plague gay novels.
Some writers feel obliged to punish
their gay characters for the bare fact
that they are homosexual. It is true
enough in life that many homosexuals
do suffer for their situation. I imagine
there are very few who have not had
at least some unpleasant experiences
as a direct result of their sexual pre-
ferences. But to serve traditional
moral codes, many a writer murders
a homosexual with shocking callous-
ness or subjects him to last-minute
torments in order to "square things"
with blue-stocking readers. Again,
this is a convention that seems to
pervade the hard cover books more
than the paperbacks.

I think, of all the different genres
of modern novels, none has overdone
the psychoanalysis bit more thor-
oughly than the gay novel. It is a
shorthand for a whole complex of
difficult and involuted personality dis-
turbances that are way beyond the
writer's depth. He solves the problem
and impresses-he hopes-the reader
by carelessly throwing Freud around
when the rest of the scene gets dull.

I am not trying to imply that it's
wrong to probe the "whys" of a per-
son's behaviour and desires. This is
necessary in any novel and it has
been a primary ingredient in most
stories for centuries-long before
Freud gave names to our mvriad
peculiarities. I object only that it hast:m

become a heavily reworked sterotype
in so many gay novels. If it is well
handled, it can be most effective. A
writer with a solid background of
study and reading in the field may
make hay with it, fictionally speak-
ing. But badly done, it can lead many
uninformed readers astray. After all,
not every gay male walking the earth
murdered his father and married his
mother.

Little by little it is coming to be
understood that a homosexual can be
born, gr'ow up and learn to get along
reasonably well in the sticks, as well
as in the big towns, just as hetero-
sexuals do.

I don't believe there has been much
effort to create new plots to suit the
gay story. At the moment these novels
are just beginning to be written in any
numbers and authors are sticking
pretty close to tried and true story
lines. These act as a sort of touch-
stone for readers new to the genre.
The people may seem strange to them,
but they recognize the action as a
legitimate fiction device. And, since
homosexuals are people like every-
body else, they will react with human
emotions to as many different situa-
tions as novelists can maneuver them
into. When the love and jealousy
episodes crop up, readers unused to
homosexual reactions have the good
solid plot line to clutch and it helps
them keep their bearings. But I hope,
as progress is made and acceptance is
gained for serious and good gay fic-
tion, some of the most blatant of
these conventions and stereotypes
might be abandoned in favor of new
angles and experiments.
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It comes as a surprise to many
heterosexuals that a homosexual may
be as physically normal and emotion-
ally conservative as himself. But it is
no news to the homosexuals them-
selves and as a whole, they prefer to
have what they consider their best
side presented to the public. It isn't a
question of suppressing or denying
the existence of transvestites or rather
feminine men. It is only the honest de-
sire to play up the natural masculinity
of many homosexual men; to make an
ignorant general public aware of the
best and most admirable qualities in
these men, rather than the lurid and
sensational details they are all familiar
with from the press or from the antics
of a few unhappy show-offs in public.

I have tried in my own novels to
include a majority of good people
living their! lives the best they know.
My principle male in the five or six
books I have written so far is a guy
named Jack Mann (what else?) who
is something of a cynic because of the
life he has led. But he has a lot of
wit and sympathy for other people.
He maintains contact in the straight
world. As with most homosexuals in
real life, Jack has revealed himself to
some straight folks, not to others. I
think-I hope-that he is both be-
lievable and likeable. He is not hyper-
critical of the effeminate element in
the gay world, except when some im-
pudence offends public propriety. He
is by nature a quiet, peaceable guy,
well educated, warm hearted, intel-
ligent. I think he is a perfectly normal
man and I have tried to present him
that way. What some heterosexuals
would doubtless call his "abnormal-
ity" is only one aspect of his life.
His contacts with women are amiable
and constructive. Another unfortu-
nate prejudice that heterosexuals are
apt to harbor is the one that says
homosexuals never have any truck
with the opposite sex. Any homosexual
knows what nonsense this is, and in
my characterization of Jack, I feel

that a lot is done for the cause of
understanding. I am not trying to
build Jack up into a hero, or draw
him with heroic lines. Rather, I am
trying to make him a normal, natural
man; interested in other people of
both sexes; a simpatico person with a
lot of perception and a sort of instinct
for people which is the gift of his
emotional difference from the ma-
jority.

If gay novels, by depicting the best
and worthiest elements in the gay
world as well as the dramatic and
violent, can erase some of the narrow-
minded misconceptions held by the
straight world, it will be worth all
those noisy covers with their bedroom
eyes and breathless blurbs. Eventually,
if we stick closer to the truth and
everyday lives of homosexuals, -with-
out sacrificing dramatic interest, per-
haps we can dispense with the old
bromides burdening gay society; that
is, that it is a world of shadows; a
world in the twilight; a world full of
oversexed half-men and half-women,
all blundering around in the dusk
without giving a damn for anything
but who they'll spend the dark hours
with.

As of now there are several cate-
gories that gay novels have fallen
into: The Bleeding Heart-where the
protagonist has such problems you
wonder why he bothers. There is the
hero or heroine standing outside the
gay bar with his nose pressed to the
glass, telling himself weepily, "this
is not for me." But he never gets very
far from that window. In the next
novel, he gets past the window, makes
the contact, but gets even with him-
self the next morning by jumping out
the hotel window. In the third, he goes
in, makes the contact, goes home to
his hotel and writes to his Mother,
"Mom, forgive me. I'm going
straight." And in the last novel, he
goes through the whole business, then
changes his mind and writes to Mom,
"Well, don't call me names. It's all
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your fault, after all. The general theme
of the bleeding heart varieties is "no-
body understands me." It doesn't
seem to matter that he doesn't under-
stand them either. .

Then there is the sex-and-mayhem
gay novel ... usually the work of a
diligent hack who knows only what
everybody else knows from reading
the daily headlines. There is the
breast-beating "message" novel. There
seems to be a tacit agreement among
some sophisticated homosexuals that
if they are brighter, wittier, braver
and better than their peers, they're
going to be gay.

Such messages as these and also
the "We'd all be so nice if you'd give
us a chance," or "Well, damn it, why
don't you try it so you'll know what
we're talking about" are obviously
beamed to the heterosexual readers,
but I'm afraid those readers tune out
when they come upon them. And
homosexual readers blush and wish
they ~ould turn the whole piece off,
or at least, turn it down.

The genuinely good story attempts
to take the homosexual aspect of a
person's life as just one of a number
of problems he has to face. It may
play a paramount role, but it is not
the impetus for the story, the sole
dramatic gimmick and the only rea-
son for the reader to take any inter-
est in the character.

A genuine story with true-to-life
characters, well-plotted and well and
understandingly written, does incal-
culable good in making the condition
of gay life comprehensible to general
reader'S. And more and more, as the
stigma. attached to homosexuality dis-
sipates and enlightened circles come
to accept it matter-of-factly, gay
novels are finding an audience among
heterosexuals. These people read for
information as well as entertainment.
One can only hope that they pick at
least some of the honest and worthy
novels available from among all the
pot-boilers.
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his hand a bird, gull
drifting down,
emissary of unseen islands,
gesture before the dark

unknown.
space and time the cleansing;
shadow to flower, then burn:
hereon land sea-gusherings,
ruttings to ease the mind.
the body a Iready in lethargy
of the sensual, a season

near-unending,
a sea-son beginning
we, aloof, yet caught
in devotion's mazes
devious with lurid

hazes
before the cynical wave, the cold wind
the voyages to void us,
the vultures to flame with flesh:
hell-hawks
now sated on
their blood-trophies torn from
your cloud -grotto of devotion.

Forrest Anderson
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When Paul heard the door slam he got up from the arm-chair, crossed the
room made warm by the sun and pushed the curtains back. He looked down into
the street and watched his father cross it, go through the park down a side
path lined with tall and very slender trees and disappear. Then he let the
curtains go, and as they shimmered back to place he returned to the arm-chair
wondering what he would do with a day that was so sunny.
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Eventually he got up, and after getting his money left the apartment.
"I want to rent a bicycle," he said to the man in the blue cover-alls whose

stomach protruded, whose cheeks puffed.
"Only one?"
"Yes, just one. I'm going to the beach."
The man led him into a shadowed garage.
"Take anyone," he said and pointed to the back. "Give me a five dollar

deposit:" Then he ambled to a desk with a light over it and wrote out a re-
ceipt which Paul signed.

"I won't be back until late this afternoon."
The fat man said nothing.
Paul pushed his bicycle out into the sun and pedalled down the street. And

though he wanted to, he did not look back at the fat man who stood in front
of the garage, sensual and stern. The transaction had excited Paul.

He dismissed it by pedalling faster. He stayed close to the sidewalk, and
except at the intersection he ignored the cars. At a turn-off, which was a dirt
path that tunnelled through an overgrowth, he got off the bicycle and walked
until he heard the roar of surf. Then he hid the bicycle there and walked out
into the white place.

The beach was long and stony. At one end of it a building, which had
been a restaurant once blinding white with windows like silver in the sun,
stood high on a knoll above a clutter of rocks where the ocean beat itself
into a continual splash. The building was gray now and the windows were
broken.

Paul looked at the building for a long time, then walked slowly to the
water's edge. He bent down to it and cupped some foam in his hand and blew
it away. He watched some sea gulls invade the rocks, and went over to them
so that the gulls fled, and hunted among them for stones and shells.

He leaned against the rocks and wished he had brought his cigarettes and
a book.

Then he decided to go up to the building.
At the top he was startled because there was anybody there at all and because

the way the man stood reminded him of his father. The man's legs were
crossed, his hands were in his pockets and he leaned against the building
so that his stomach bent out. Paul started to turn away when the man lifted
his hat, and he walked towards him not looking at the man but at the crum-
bling foundation, at the dead vines clinging to it, brown and shrivelled crisp.

"Morning," the man said.
"Good morning," Paul replied, and turned and looked at what the man was

looking at: the sea where it lipped the beach was white where just before
each wave broke was pale blue as the sun filtered through it but for a moment
only and then where it was dark blue until it played into the sky, to the left
where an arm of land grabbed towards the horizon and stopped and dropped
into the sea, to the light house on the tip.

"I thought I was the only one here," Paul said, "You startled me."
"I saw you corning," the man said and lit a cigarette.
"Do you come here often?"
"Used to," the man said, "I used to fish here on the week-ends. Then

I stopped for awhile, now I just come to look."
"I don't come here often."
"Ever been to the light house?" the man asked, tossing the cigarette up

at the sky.
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"No, I haven't."
"Ought to. It's a rugged climb up the side, but it's worth it."
"Why don't we go?"
As they went down the beach they did not speak. Paul walked a little

behind <theman, watching him. There were areas of sweat on the back of his
shirt and under his arms, and his pants which were tight around his waist
had been rolled up. He was barefoot.

When they came to where the land rose straight up the man turned and
smiled.

"I told you it was rugged," he said and stepped out onto the rocks.
Paul followed him.
And when they came to a path that weaved up the incline out towards

the ocean the man smiled again.
"It helps if you don't look down," he said.
When they reached the top the man swept his arm in a semi-circle, re-rolled

his shirt sleeves and looked act:Paul.
"It is a view," Paul said.

He sat down and the man sat down beside him. The man removed his hat
and tossed it on the grass, ran his fingers through his hair and stretched out.

Paul got up and went over to the light house. He had never been this
close to one before. He wanted to yell at the man to come and look too, but
he didn't. He walked around it and when he was out of sight he touched it
and found it strangely cool. He went around it again, and then he went back
to where the man was stretched out and sat down beside him.

He looked at his hands and at the arm muscles which bulged his shirt.
"It's warm here," the man said, and he took off his shirt and tossed it

beside his hat.
Paul said, "I forgot my cigarettes. Do you mind if I have one of yours?"
The man reached for his shirt too distant from him. "You g.et them," he

said, "they're in the pocket," and he stretched his legs, then reached his
arms to the sky and let them cross on his stomach. Then he closed his eyes.

While Paul smoked he watched the man. He watched his stomach rise and
fall and noticed that his skin was hairy.

Paul got up and went over to the edge of the cliff. He threw the cigarette
over and watched i<tswirled away by the waves.

He returned to the man.
The man opened his eyes. "Feel like a swim? The water will be cold but that

needn't stop us."
"I didn't bring a suit."
"We don't need one."
Paul followed the man back to the beach. The man stopped and squatted on

the sand and removed his shirt. Then he stood up and undid his pants and slip-
ped them off; then his underwear.

He turned to Paul.
"I don't think I'll go in. If you don't mind I'll just sit here and watch."
The man frowned. "Sure," he said, "the water is cold if ypu're not used to

it." Then he turned and strolled to the water.
Paul watched him wade in, and as the water swirled around his waist, Paul

thought: when the man comes out I must leave. I must tell him I have to go
home, and he sat down and watched the naked man as he moved among the
waves.

by del mcintire

tangents

strictly adhered to. Code admini-
strator, Geoffrey Shurlock, visiting
in New York to catch the current
Broadway shows, explained to
Variety that whereas in "the good
old days" of safe and sane ro-
mance, perversion was deemed a
fit subject only for clinical and psy-
chological drama, it's now turning
up in political melodrama (Advise
and Consent), political satire (Best'
Man), religious drama [Devil's Ad-
vocate), and straight comedy-
drama (Big Fish).

Three of the five "perverse" of-
ferings have already been sold to
major company film makers. As
major company pictures these will
all have to get Code approval or
else, as has happened in so many
cases before, undergo a complete
change or watering down of the
homosexual elements.

Meanwhile, "A Taste of Honey"
is being made in England and,
therefore, isn't bound by the Code.
Also a film adaptation of "A View
From the Bridge" is being produced
in France. The latter play caused
some furor on the Broadway stage
six years ago because of a scene in
which Van Heflin kissed a fellow
actor full on the mouth.

Because of the anguished cries
raised by the Legion of Decency
when the Production Code ap-
proved "Suddenly Last Summer" in
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The increased prevalence of
homosexuality in films of late
would seem to indicate an easing
of the ban against the subject by
the motion picture industry. But ac-
cording to Variety this is not the
case. The reason homosexual ity
plays a part in so many films re-
cently is that motion picture pro-
ducers are relying more and more
on the so-called pre-sold properties
-that is material that has already
become a success in some other
medium. The Broadway legitimate
stage is the source of most suc-
cesses and it isn't helping to reduce
the incidence of homosexuality at
all. A homosexual element, it was
pointed out, plays a featured, if not
starring, role in at least five of
Broadway's better-attended pro-
ductions: "The Best Man," "Advise
and Consent," "Big Fish, Littl$
Fish," and "A Taste of Honey." ..

By offering such a large number
of critically acclaimed but highly
censorable (by motion picture Pro-
duction Code standards) plays to
the industry, the legitimate stage
is making things particularly diffi-
cult for Hollywood. The problem is
that homosexual ity is just about the
last taboo that is still specifically
forbidden under Code bylaws
which read: "Sex perversion or any
inference of it is forbidden." For-
tunately, the Code has not been



late 1959, it is probable that the
Code people are going to be ex-
tremely leery of letting "perversion
or any inference of W' appear in
any of the films cited above. Last
year both the Code and the Legion
rejected two featu re films on Oscar
Wilde.

In Canada where censors are al-
ways particularly busy, Alberta's
board of censors banned four films
and cut scenes from many U. S. and
foreign releases in 1960. The
banned films were "Suddenly Last
Summer," "Smiles of a Summer
Night, "Bramble Bush," and "The
Third Sex." Col. P. J. A. Fleming,
chairman of the board, gave the
following reasons for two of the pic-
tures:

"Suddenly Last Summer" "Al-
though homosexuality may be suit-
able for some men and women, it
is not fit for teenagers who make
up so large a segment of the movie
audience." The board considered
that the picture had "a depraved
and thorougly shocking theme."

"The Third Sex" The board found
that the topic homosexual ity-
coupled with seduction and prosti-
tution, was condoning one evil to
save another. The board could not
accept the responsibility for the ef-
fect this picture could make on the
morality and ethics of young
people.

Once again adults must take the
Pablum of babies for a diet. Cana-
dians, nor any of us, will ever be al-
lowed to grow up at this rate.

Concerning the movie "La Dolce
Vita," don't be fooled. In this film
homosexuality is presented in its
most ludicrous, derisive aspect. And
there is nothing either obscene or
immoral in the picture. However,
every delicate situation is sug-
gested but never given in the raw.
Even the striptease number is sug-
gested rather than actually filmed.

•

Therefore, those who go to see this
picture looking for sex, sex and
more sex, will be disappointed.
Some people consider the film a
work of art. It is certain that Holly-
wood would never have attempted
it.

SURVEY
SAN FRANCISCO. Three husky

teenagers confessed to bruta IIy
beating and robbing a young
school teacher and then I'eaving
him to die beneath the wheels of a
streetcar because they thought he
was "queer." This the police
learned in later questioning was
their habit. "We hate them," one
of the boys told reporters. The boys
whose pictures and names were
printed in San Francisco papers
were Larry Magee 16, of 116 Tif-
fany St., Robt. Hall 17, and Wm.
Casti IIio 17, of 680 Castro St. A
fourth boy, Michael Kilkenny, 16,
of 710 Castro St. was arrested as
the driver of their car. The pattern
of the boys' attack was that they
would spot a likely victim and talk
to the person a few minutes after
which time they professed to be
able to tell whether or not he was a
homosexual. If they thought he
was, they would beat him up. They
indicated that they made a past-
time of "rolling queers." Police
have since been searching for other
possible victims of the perverted
quartet. Under the circumstances,
we cannot believe they will find
many.

TALLAHASSEE. The Florida legis-
lative investigating committee re-
ported the 25th of May that Flori-
da's public educational system is
"a veritable refuge for practicing
homosexuals. "

Filing its biennial report with the
Legislature, the committee also re-
ported that it had found a "call
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ring" in an unidentified big county
which put teenaged boys "through
what amounts to a regular course
in training in homosexual acts."

"When properly trained they are
made available to older homosex-
uals the same as female prosti-
tutes." the committee reported.

The report, filed by the commit-
tee chairman, Rep. Wm. O'Neill,
said the investigation of this al-
leged ring is still being conducted.
Three men have been arrested and
warrants are outstanding for others,
the report said.

O'Neill said the state education
dept. was cooperating fully with
the committee in investigating
homosexuality in the schools. But
he continued that school adminis-
trators generally prefer to think the
problem does not exist, when in
fact it is "much more substantial
than is generally believed" at both
university and public school levels.

Since July, 1959, 39 teachers'

AUTUMN HARVEST
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certificates have been revoked and
14 cases are pending before the
State Board of Education. "The com-
mittee is in possession of sworn
testimony concerning homosexual
conduct in excess of 75 additional
public school teachers," the report
added.

The committee, which has been
extended for another two years,
said it now is engaged in "one of
the most important and serious in-
vestigations" it has ever made and
that disclosure of the details now
would destroy the work.

!t seems to this reporter that there
has been entirely too much accept-
ance of alleged happenings as re-
ported by investigating bodies or
individuals who are never required
to give absolute and irrefutable
proof. We have for years been
hearing about supposed homosex-
ual "rings" and "clubs" that serve
their memberships play-boy style.
I defy anyone to show me one.

You still can give me all your lithe, young,
God-like maleness to remember ...
While I, can only offer you the fruits I've reaped
In the autumnal harvest of my September.

Is it so wrong of me to need your kiss
To want with all my lonely heartto know
The exquisite ectasy of being here, with you,
So intimately as this?

Dearest, let me greet you in my own special way.
When we two meet at last, in love's delirious sway
No one can ever take the memory of this night away.

I still can warm my soul
By the embers of our passion's after-glow
When I have reached my bleak and cold December.

Jon Seybold
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overture
fiction by wayne lincoln

The bar was as usual for a week night ... a vacant stool here and there, a few
groups standing around talking, and Paul dropping ice in highball setups. I took
my seat near my usual corner and Paul poured my usual drink.

"You left here last night walking on clouds, Brad. Who was he, and what
came of it?" Paul asked.

I laughed, or did a reasonable imitation of one. "You're way off base kid,
I just gave him a lift up to the boulevard. He was only a nice guy to talk to,
that's all."

Only a nice guy to talk to ..
And maybe to dream of ...
And to love!
I snapped out of it. This was getting ridiculous. I hardly knew Alan and here

I was mooning like a kid, about someone I'd lost before I started. I had
nothing at all for a basis for this grand passion. Just a drink at the bar,
a few more at the little corner table, and coffee at his apartment. Coffee to
Kabalevsky and kisses to Strauss ... and nothing more but talk.

It started just about this time last night, the bar was packed with the Satur-
day crowd-the couples and groups in earnest conversation, and the lonely
ones envying them, stealing shy glances at each other. Kidding myself that
I was above loneliness, I watched them objectively. The brave ones simply
spoke to whom they wanted to meet, the dexterous spilled their neighbors'
drinks, or their own on their neighbor's cigarettes and met with apologies.
The juke box keyboard sponsored some who, by prearranged accident found
they had money deposited for more selections than they wanted. Taking
another drink I interrupted my taproom philosophy to look over the newcomers
across the horseshoe bar . . . the fat one still on the end . . . next to him a
new crewcut . . . then a couple-double take! The crewcut had smiled as my
eyes passed him. Not a personal smile, but one sort of off into space, maybe at
a memory. Fleeting, but while it lasted, a radiance. He smiled with eyes and
lips together but with an earnestness I'd rarely seen. By now sad, or thoughtful,
the face was still incredibly attractive.

I picked up my drink and walked over to the juke box. Punching a couple
of Noel Coward numbers I loitered until I saw my place at the bar taken. So
rationalized, I eased into a position behind the crewcut boy. Reaching past him
for another glass I apologized, and kept talking; he accepted my invitation and
ordered himself another one and turned around on the stool. We clinked
glasses and he smiled again-this time at me. And if hearts really do skip beats,
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mine was staccato. We talked of the music, people, bars, and all the preface
material of new acquaintance until our glasses were empty. He bought another
round-Alan, his name was-and suggested we move to a table. The gods were
good to me ... a party was leaving the little table in the dim-lit corner.

Alan led the way across the room-he was lithe like a cat. Tall and slim,
he wove his way through the groups with delightful grace. He smiled again as
he sat down, the light of the candles making little reflections in the blue eyes.
He smiled easily now, and laughed in a way that bespoke sheer enjoyment, or
was it relief? Our conversation warmed to personalities and as we came to know
each other I realized he was here on a rebound. Tonight he'd been stood up.
He told me of a year's romance which had cooled a month ago, then had picked
up again a week before to a new start. A good romance too, but for all too
frequent, violent and uncontrolled jealousies of his friend David. Tonight Dave
hadn't even called though the first days of the new start had been idyllic.

Realization came to me that Alan had never, or at least not for a long time,
loved David; rather, he unconsciously used Dave to fill a gap which would
otherwise be loneliness. Habit, and uncertainty had prevented Alan from
rebelling during David's unreasonable times. I found elation in knowing that
Alan and I had no opinions or ideals at serious variance, and a consideration
and trust of others that implied a good future for us together.

The evening was gone and in the early pre-dawn quiet I drove home. We'd
talked of dinner Sunday at the beach, and planned a week ahead, a month ahead,
and years ahead. I was among the living again.

Sunday afternoon passed slowly but eventually five came and it was time to
phone Alan.

"Brad," he said, "I've got to tell you something." He paused, and in the
moment I realized his voice held none of the jubilation of last night. "Dave
called today-he didn't stand me up last night. He told me days before he
would be working, but I completely forgot. He's coming over tonight."

"Alan, you can't go back to him, not after last night!" I felt the hopeless
desperation of a drowning man. "You know that in the few hours of last night
we found something far more valuable than your relationship with Dave."

"Please Brad, don't make it difficult. Dave and I have been together a year
now, and these last few days have been as good as the beginning. Try to under-
stand, and file away last night as a wonderful memory."

"But Alan," I tried, not knowing what to say. He interrupted me. "I want
you to meet him, Brad. Please be at Paul's bar about ten tonight. Say nothing
about last night-I'll have to find a way to tell him about that myself." He hung
up without waiting for a reply.

So here I am. In half an hour I'll have to be nice to a guy I could cheerfully
hang, and look casually at someone I adore. Maybe another drink would make
it easier-I motioned to Paul. He set up my highball, and pointed behind me.
I felt a hand on my shoulder and turned to face Alan.

Seeing him like this it was harder than I expected it would be to hide my deso-
lation, but covering up as best I could I asked "You'll have the same I suppose,
and what will Dave drink?"

"Nothing, Brad," he stepped forward and put his hands on my forearms,
holding tightly. "He's not here. Ten minutes of his jealousy tonight was all
I needed to realize that happiness is mine if I reach out for it. I'm reaching
now, Brad."

Alan smiled, first with his eyes, then radiantly; I fought back little tears of
ecstacy.

p
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Notices and reviews of books. ar·
ticles. plays and poetry dealing with
homosexuality and the sex variant.
Readers are invited to send in reo
views or printed maHer for review.
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THE SIXTH MANby Jess Stearn,
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1961,
$3.95.
The dust jacket of Jess Stearn's

The Sixth Man carries the following:
"A Startling Investigation of the
Spread of Homosexuality in Ameri-
ca !" Startling? No! Written by a
former associate editor of Newsweek,
the book is not uninteresting in spots,
but it is far from startling. The au-
thor in many places, I am afraid, has
not overcome his training at News-
week: slanting the news as the bosses
would like it to be rather than re-
porting it as it is!

After a rather sensible opening
chapter relating why he delved into
homosexuality (curiosity) , Mr.
Stearn hands the reader, gratuitously
a chapter on "Origin of the Species"
which is primarily composed of
quotes, or misquotes, from the head
of the George Henry Foundation -in
New York. To give you a sample of
this chapter, I quote from the author
who asked Dr. Henry:

"Then homosexuality is not
necessarily tied up with the so-
called decline of the West?"

"In the lands where living is
hard," he replied patiently, "Where
people must scratch the earth and
devote their complete energies to
feeding and sheltering themselves
and their families, homosexuality
is almost unheard of. In ancient
Macedonia before Alexander, for
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instance, near a Grecian area of
traditional homosexuality, the peo-
ple had to make a rigorous effort
to stay alive; the instinct for self-
preservation, for perpetuation of
the race was so strong, so near the
surface that nothing was permitted
to impede its own propagation."

Whatever that might mean! I won-
der if Dr. Henry ever heard of India?

There follows then a series of
chapters made up of paragraphs
which apparently were designed to
shock the reader. One paragraph
containing tidbits of "juicy" infor-
marion is followed by another para-
graph containing additional tidbits
with neither paragraph having any
relation to the other, much in the
style of the Mortimer-Lait "confiden-
tial" expose books. This is not only
tiresome to read, but much of the in-
formation contained therein is of
questionable authenticity. Far West-
erners will chuckle, but at the same
time cannot fail to be impressed by
the astute observation and penetra-
ting investigation which has enabled
the author to remark: "In San Fran-
cisco a large square opposite the St.
Francis Hotel, in the heart of the
downtown district, is rated by many
as a busier recruiting center than
Times Square ... Pershing Square,
in Los Angeles, near several big
hotels, is a popular meeting ground,
.... " It is obvious that the author's
visit to the West Coast, if he really
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made one, was nothing but a cursory
one. Yet, these very statements, and
others equally absurb, tend to plant
a seed in the reader's mind that ger-
minates into questioning everything
else he has to say, Are his stories
based on fact, or has he skilfully
embellished them in order to create
a "startling investigation?"

After many tiresome pages of these
non sequitur paragraphs, the balance
of the book is taken up with what is
intended to be case histories, some
amusing, some shocking, some nau-
seating, some completely unbelieve-
able. In many of the "cases," the fact
that the "patients" are homosexual
seems to be purely coincidental and a
minor by-product of other neurotic
forces at work. To say that the way
they are and the way they act is be-
cause of their homosexuality is, of
course, absurd and a little ridiculous.
That is what Mr. Stearn wishes us to
believe, however,

Additional revelations of the au-
thor run the gamut from gay bars, to
bus stations, to university campuses
(or is it campi?), to "Show Biz," to
Fire Island, to Manhattan's garment
district, to Greenwich Village, etc., ad
nauseum. A quote from the author's
chapter on "Fashion and Beauty" is
a typical conclusion of his "investi-
gation" :

"It is, all observers insist, part
of a homosexual design-male and
female---to demean and degrade
the traditionally American concept
of soft, lovely, feminine beauty.

"The plot to defeminize the fe-
male face and form usually begins
with the homosexual designers,
who fit their clothes for gaunt,
emaciated women. It extends to
homosexual or lesbian magazine
editors, who hire boyish-looking
girls to show these clothes, and is
supported by fashion photogra-
phers, homosexual or otherwise,
who use these models out of prefer-
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ence or to stay in tune."
There is one thing "startling"

about this book. I have recognized
myself as being homosexual for some
thirty years. During that time I have
lived in Chicago, Washington, D.C.,
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and, briefly, New York. And yet, the
homosexual society I have known
bears so little relation to that which
Mr. Stearn describes or creates that
I begin to wonder if I am homosexual
at all. Of course, I cannot have seen
or done everything, but it does seem
strange that none of my friends, or
acquaintances have ever even alluded
to the conditions and activities which
Mr. Stearn describes as common-
place---perhaps I was not to be
trusted with the information which
Mr. Stear's informants have poured
into his eager ears.

Far be it from me to deny categori-
cally that the things Mr. Stearn says
he has seen (or heard) do not exist
or have not been done. The trouble is
that the author seizes upon every iso-
lated and individual action or activity
of any homosexual of whom he ever
heard, as he does upon every indi-
vidual unflattering trait of person-
ality or character exhibited by any
homosexual, and from them creates a
homosexual personality and a homo-
sexual society which he would have
us believe is commonplace. The result
is that he arrives at a composite
which is accurately descriptive of
homosexuals to the exact and same
measure that it is descriptive of man-
kind in general. Or, to put it another
way, it is as though a creature from
another planet had landed on earth
within the confines of an insane
asylum, and then, after spending a
weekend, there, had gone home to
write a startling and authoritative
study of life and conditions upon the
planet earth.

If the homosexuals that Mr.
Stearn writes about in his book are
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the only homosexuals that he has met,
then I have news for him. He has
only scratched the surface! Nowhere
does he allude to the vast group of
homosexuals who work and live com-
pletely unnoticed, who do not haunt
gay bars, gay beaches, etc., who take
part in civic activities in their own
communities (Mr. Stearn was unbe-
lievably shocked when he happened
to overhear a political discussion in
a "gay" bar), who do contribute
something, despite what Mr. Stearn
would like us to believe, to our pres-
ent day civilization, whether it be in
the teaching or medical professions,
business or financial world, or the
artistic and creative fields. Mr.
Stearn's book, then, discusses only
the flip side of the record. The best
(and actually the most ordinary)
product is on the other side, and is
not even, perhaps, apparent to him.

The concluding paragraphs in the
book, though not his own words, ap-
parently just about sums up the fruit
of the author's laborious toils into
the subject. I hope you have the same
reaction that I did.

"Meanwhile, society, as some see
it, will soon have to come to grips
with this pressing problem. 'The
task will not be easy,' one eminent
authority pointed out, 'for either
the homosexual or society. The
homosexual will have to learn a
great deal about himself, and some
of his knowledge will not be palat-
able. We must be prepared for him
to stumble and even to fall. And we
must face the fact, not always
pleasant, that he is here to stay!' "

Edouard Marques

THE SOT·WEED FACTOR by
John Barth. Doubleday & Co.,
1960. $7.50.

This is an enormous bawdy histori-
cal adventure novel. Only saving the
bawdiness from pornography is the

hilariousness. There is also an intel-
lectual and literary quality, and
basically it is serious and a first-rate
satire. This combination is delightful,
and I hereby join the book's cult, for
a cult I'm sure it already has.

Homosexuality is sprinkled
throughout, and one aspect, the rela-
tionship between the Don-Quixote-
like hero and his tutor (who as a
youth is a lover of Sir Isaac Newton)
is more than just a sprinkle. Its high-
point is the following speech the tutor
makes to his ex-pupil:

"But shall it blind ye to the
beauty of the male, sir? Not if
ye've Plato's eyes, or Shake-
speare's. How comely is a well-
formed man! That handsome cage
of ribs, and the blocky muscles of
his calves and thighs; the defi-
nition of his hands, ridged and
squared with veins and tendons,
and more pleasing than a woman's
to the eye; the hair of his chest,
that the nicest sculptors cannot
render; and noblest of all, his man-
hood in repose! What contrast to
that sweet unclutteredness of wo-
men! The chiefest fault of the
sculpting Greeks, methinks, is that
their marble men have the parts
of little boys: 'tis pederastic art,
and I abhor it. How wondrous
had they carved the living truth,
that folk in ancient times were
wont to worship-s-the very mace
and orbs of kingly power!"
A summary of the wild plot-filled

with mistaken identities, imposters,
whores, rogues, Indians, and pirates
-is impossible. You'll meet some
fascinating lovable characters, like
The Traveling Whore of Dorset, and
see some very original historical re-
search, like how Captain John Smith
managed, where all other men had
failed, to take Pocahontas's maiden-
head.

In short: A rare book, highly
recommended.

A.E.S.
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THINGS YOU WANT TO KNO"\V
IN FORMER ISSUES OF ONE MAGAZINE

AND ONE INSTITUTE qUARTERLY

YOU ~ND THE LAW

Special
1961 Summer Offer

$4.25

RELIGION AND
THE HOMOSEXUAL

Special
1961 Summer Offer

$2.25

TOWARD
UNDERSTANDING

Special
1961 Summer Offer

$5.75

EARLY DAYS
GROUP I

Special
1961 Summer Offer

$2.98

EARLY DAYS
GROUP II

Special
1961 Summer Offer

$2.98

Entrapment, citizen's rights, medical law, what can
be mailed, the right of homosexuals to associate,
Canadian law, ONE's case in the U.S. Supreme Court,
you and the law.

ONE Magazine: January, 1953; October, 1954; No-
vember, 1955; March, 1956; March, 1957; April,
1957; February, 1958. Valued singly, $2.25. ONE
Institute Quarterly, Winter, 1960. Valued singly,
$4.00.

Articles by D. B. Vest, Rev. Robert Wood, James
Barr, R. H. Crowther, Lyn Pederson on Real and
Counterfeit Religion, the Sodom Story, The Church
of England and Homosexuality, Guilt and the Homo-
sexual, and other subjects.

ONE Magazine: June, 1954; April-May, 1956; June-
July, 1956; July, 1958; April, 1960; December, 1961.
Valued singly, $2.50. ONE Institute Quarterly: Fall,
1959. Valued singly, $1.00.

All the issues containing the calm, sane and practical
answers to inquirer's problems given by Dr. Blanche
M. Baker, M.D., PhD., in her column, Toward Under-
standing.

ONE Magazine: All issues in 1959, except April;
January, February, March, April, June, December,
1961. Valued singly, $8.50.

Six issues still available from 1954: May, June, July,
October, November, December; plus, Eleven issues
still available from 1955 (all except February),
valued singly, $4.25.

Eight issues from 1956: January, February, March,
April-May, June-July, August-September, October-
November, December; plus, Nine issues from 1957:
January, February, March, April, May, June-July,
August-September, October-November, December,
valued singly, $4.25.

ONE, Incorporated, 232 South Hill Street, Los Angeles 12
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THE KISS AND THE DREAM

doyle eugene livingston

"Sleep, after love sleep
and linger over things
below the edge of thought
that seem to rise on wings

From deep
and hidden wells

below the conscious will's
inverted block that kills
what ever wonder swells
and seems to rise on steep

wings
over barriers

of shall and of
shall not,

For by such carriers
love sings
to love--"
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In my dark room at night
the thing I mostly miss
is,someone's mouth to kiss
goodnight, oh, sweet goodnight;
so on my side I lay
and let my Fancy stray
in any lonely way
before I turn out the light,
sometimes I take my hand
and press it to my cheek,
sometimes I even speak-
but who would understand?
In my dark room the hours
slide by on easy wings
and in my ear there sings
a song of promise bright
that leaves a tiny spark
to help confront the dark.
In my dark room at night-
But waking,
the woeld
seems bitter, and I lay curled
against my pillow and warm
inside the covers, no charm
to the morning I think
and my eyes start to blink
open, waking.
Another day
I say,
and something seems to play
through my mind like a tune
that I can't get, and I moon
over nothing for
whole minutes or
.let it go without a guess, and it is
getting late, I can't miss
that last bus For a moment I seem

caught up in the fragment of a dream
the dream of a kiss-
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English Short Story Contest
The CIRCLE is happy to announce an English and American short story contest.

The first prize will consist of $50 (fifty dollars)
The second prize will consist of $40 (forty dollars)
The third prize will consist of $30 (thirty dollars)
The fourth prize will consist of $20 (twenty dollars)
The 5th to 9th prizes will consist of a free subscription
to The Circle for one year.
The 10th to 14th prizes will be a copy of our new volume:
The Male Body in Drawings.

The contest will be open to subscribers and non-subscribers alike.

Length of the stories should not exceed the eight pages of our monthly English
section.

About the kind of stories we would very much like to read in this contest:
Stories relating to the particular interest of our group have in the past tended
to follow outworn and threadbare formulas: they have concerned themselves
with the prelude to action-the familiar boy-meets-boy, discovers obstacle to
achieving his goal, overcomes obstacle, and goes off gaily to a rose-colored Polly-
anna existence in some idealized trouble-free Utopia. The Circle would prefer, in
this contest, to have more emphasis placed on reality and less on a wishful and
sloppy romanticism; and would enjoy receiving manuscripts in which factual,
down-to-earth elements and relationships are treated. It is also the hope of the
editors that the pseudo tragic or suicidal endings of maladjusted and neurotic vic-
tims of their 'fate' be avoided as much as possible. The door is not closed, of course,
to the sentimentalists, if their manuscripts are fresh and original and of literary
value; but such submissions must be superior in every respect in order to be
seriously considered.

Manuscipts should reach us by December Ist, 1961. Contributors should also
kindly give on the Mss the author's name under which a prize winning story
should be published. The manuscripts should preferably be typed, double spaced,
on one side of the paper. The outcome of this contest will be published in the
January issue of 1962, an issue which will also mark the beginning of our 30th
year in publishing The Circle.

We shall be happy to have our many friends all over the world take part in this
contest. Address manuscripts to: Lesezirkel Der Kreis (English Short Story Con-
test), P. O. Box 547 Fraumunster, Zurich 22, Switzerland.

With our best greetings,

THE CIRCLE
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Under no circumstances do the Editors
forward letters from readers to other
persons nor do they answer corre-

spondence making such requests.

PORNOGRAPHY IS •••

Dear Sir:
Dale Mallory made some rather rash state-

ments cbour .censorship and pornography
(May, 1961). I should like to straighten him
out on some of his facts and theories. In the
tradition of such writers he has attempted
to equate the innocuous (but still offenslve)
newsstand magazine with the poisonous (and
hard core) pornography bombarding children
through the mails.

It is the parent's right and concern to deter-
mine his child's activities. The parent has a
responsibility to train his child according to
moral standards established by tradition or
religion, and no one has a right to violate that
parent's right, privilege and duty.

The trouble with most pro-obscenity propa-
gandi,sts is rhot they do not want to grant free-
dom to anyone else and most certainly not to
parents. Many of the propagandists would
have us believe that there is no appreciable
relationship between the continual rise of
juvenile sex crimes and the increase of pornog-
raphy being sold to the junior high school
student.

Apparently they refuse to accept facts and
figures released periodically by the ever-reli-
able FBI and from the Senate Committee on
Juvenile Delinquency and the House Subcom-
mittee on Postal Operations.

The battle cry that he and others like him
take up is that of absolute freedom. I cannot
conceive of any right-thinking person claim-
ing that the parent does not have the right to
take any action he deems necessary and that
remains within the framework of law to pre-
serve his right to instruct his offspring in a
moral framework.

I would not think it should be imperative
to define the words obscenity and pornog-
raphy over and over again, but I see that it
is. "Porno" is from the Greek, denoting the
harlot and extra-marital relationships. The
Greeks themselves extended the word to in-
clude all sexual relationships, while "graphy"
means depiction, either in word or in picture .

So the meaning of the word is quite obvious.
I don't think that too much confusion exists on
this level. But there is considerable difference
of opinion when it comes to offensive matter
that cannot be labelled as obscene. .

This might be a bitter pill for Mr. Mallory
to take, but art has many restrictions and
limits. The artist is not free to go beyond these
limits without destroying the values and
meanings of his art. Whenever you argue for
freedom of expression you must remember
that freedom always carries with it responsi-
bilities that cannot be shrugged off. The
boundaries beyond which no man can go are
the boundaries of goodness, beauty qnd
truth. In terms of art the boundary is beauty.

Unlimited freedom to include picturiiation
of that which is ugly would be so contradictory
that any discussion would be impossible.
What you would be asking for would be sim-
ply anarchy or lawlessness.

Mr. S.
Newark, N. J.

Dear Editors:
I do want to say that the Magazine has

come a long way. I can remember those early
days. It is a wonderful thing to note the spirit
of courage and daring in the things that you
print these days. I do not agree with all of
them (and I know that you don't either) but
you have made ONE a true symbol of democ-
racy and freedom by your willingness to pub-
lish every point of view, and often without
editorial comment, which is a compliment to
the intelligence of your audience.

Dale Mallory
.Garden Grove" Ca:lif.

Dear Friends:
Perhaps others have already reported this:

the mailing envelope of my last issue of DER
KREIS was stamped "Supposed to contain
matter prohibited importation per: part 262
postal manual." Presumably it had not been
opened, [ust "supposed to contain" prohibited
matter.
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This may be intended to embarrass. My
postman made some kind of would-be clever
remark. Probably some people will cancel
their subscriptions out of fear of more serious
action by the postal "Gehetmestootspollzei."

Mr. D.
Atlanta, Ga.

TRUTHOR TASTE?

Dear ONE:
We all know that no two scientists ever

agree on anything. You present a fine contro-
diction in Letters (May, 19611. Two, writing
from Europe, say that conditions for horne-
sexucls are not at all bad in France and
Scandinavia; the third says that they are bad
and getting worse all over Europe. What is
the truth? Does anybody know?

Another letter (from Mr. S,' of Los Angelesl
complains about "your dreadful March fic-
tion." I thought "The New Butcher Boy" one
of the most charming stories you have printed.
The tender, loving affection between the fair,
beautiful Pierre and the dark, strong Armand,
is very touching, and is presented with great
skill and restraint.

Another of your stories that is a favorite of
mine, printed a year ago perhaps, is Theodore
King's "A Beer, A Bath, and A Summer Night."
Here again is a story written with taste and
restraint, skillfully permeated with a loving
tenderness. The feeling between Chuck and
Pat, once more, is moving and artistically
under-written.

Incidentally, "Demain Matin Je Dois Partir
pour Angouleme" (May, 19611 has something
of the same quality. It is tender, but wistful
and sad. I wish we could have more of the
same quality from these authors.

Where is Mr. Sv's taste?
Mr. D.
New York, N. Y.

POTPOURRI

Gentlemen:
Phyl Wallace (Letters, April, 19611 was not

properly informed as to exactly what Jay
Brennan's position in show business was. I
knew Mr. Brennan very well during the height
of his career, when he and Bert Savoy were
stars in many Shubert musicals.

At no time was Jay Brennan EVERa female
impersonator. He always was the "straight"
man of the act, and, for the record, was con.
sidered by Variety and other "trade papers"
as being the 100 % perfect "straight" or
"feed" man for his partner. Phyl Wallace is
correct in assuming that Mr. Brennan was the
author of the material they used, and if he
received any instruction from Jay, he got it
from the old master himself.

Mr.W.
Dubuque, Iowa
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Dear ONE:
Why is it that in so many stories on male

homosexuals one lover is always blond and
the other always dark? Why not both blond,
or both dark, or maybe both red-headed?
Also, why can't the authors be more descrip-
tive? Blond covers a very wide range of colors
and shades. I have been appalled at seeing
some of them that have been termed blond.
I find it very difficult to picture in my mind
what the author means when he uses the
word, Do gentlemen prefer blonds?

Mr. J.
Austin, Texas

Dear Sirs:
How could it be that so many people in so

widespread areas could have the same sort of
nervous problem? It seems to me we must be
some sort of Family. If that is so I think we
should, through some sort of organization, get
together and try to make it possible for us to
be accepted by society, also, to help one on-
other with our problems. It should be a nation-
wide organization with dues for the further-
ment of us.

I thought the Editorial, "Your Rights in Case
of Arrest" (March, 19611, was wonderful and
intend to cony it with me.

Mr. F.
Dallas, Texas

Dear Sirs:
Should homosexuals' rights be specifically

legislated for or not? It seems reasonable to
suggest that the rights of minority deviate
groups whose actions do not trespass upon
the rights of uninvolved persons should merely
be brought under the general terms of the Bill
of Rights that already exists.

To distinguish and individuate one group,
the homosexuals, is to suggest special cttrl-
butes worthy of special rights. The point of
fact is that morals should not be legislated,
thus our Constitution is at variance with prece-
dent if the interpretation of the existing rights
is properly broadened.

Monthly comes the cherished volume,
Quickly opened, slowly read as
Details of the homosexual,
Fact, and tale, and item,
Each its place admixed with fun,
Stands so thinly there as ONE.

Mr. L.
Brighton, Mass.

STEUART,THE MAD

Dear ONE:
What was the meaning of publishing some-

thing like "Homosexual Procreation" (March,
19611? Did you mean it as humor? Taken as
humor, it is really quite funny, but taken seri-
ously it is something quite the opposite. On
one point I quite agree with Steuart, he HAS
gone mad .
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True, everybody has a right to voice his
opinion, but his idea of a totally homosexual
world is just as absurd, more so, than the idea
of a totally heterosexual world. And what are
the majority of heterosexuals going to do?
Just sit around and let Steuart's world come
to pass?

He can't be serious. I am convinced the
whole thing is a joke. It's a good one too, but
perhaps it would have been better if you had
included one showing the other extreme, just
as absurd. An article by Dr. Bergler perhaps.

Mr. D.
Austin, Texas

Dear Sirs:
I was shocked and disappointed that you

would publish such trash as Steuart's. I am
very much in favor of artificial insemination
and would like to see an objective, scientific
article on the subject, but his article is NOT
on the subject despite its title.

His only message is his desire to stamp out
all heterosexuals. It is as ridiculous to think
of stamping out 90 % of the papulation as for
the Negra to want to eliminate all whites.
Steuart should be reminded that this country
is based on freedom and tolerance and that
to fight intolerance with intolerance is merely
a trite example of two wronqs not making a
right.

Are you Editors trying to alienate all hetero-
sexuals? If so, you are on the right track. My
parents, who are sincerely trying to under-
stand my "abnormality," got hold of that
issue, the first they had seen, and an the basis
of Steuart's article decided that ONE is just a
ridiculous piece of propaganda, published for
the purpose of proving that hornosexucls are
the best people on earth.

Miss S.
Flagstaff, Ariz.

WHO SAYS UNDESIRABLE?

Daor Editor:
I enjoyed the "Humor From Holland," also

the "Voices From Afar" {Letters, May, 19611.
Previously I read about someone who was
kicked out of the Services with an Undesirable
Discharge. I too have one.

Like so many -others, I was involved when
one person was caught and turned in the
names of over three hundred of us, including
business men, a priest and men from all the
Services. I thought this was going to be bad,
but it is NOT.

I have a very good job with a big company.
So I hope the unfortunate ones who have
had Undesirable Discharges or the ones who
might have them in the future will not think
of them os so terrible and do foolish things.

Of the number of those at the same time
as myself I knew of three who committed

suicide rather than go home and face family
and friends. Excuse me for getting carried
away.

Mr. S.
San Francisco, Calif.

DearSir:
Believe the fallowing item in OUR NAVY

magazine (January, 1?57) is significant and
may perhaps mean the difference between
verdicts for some of your future Navy men
who are readers:

"The Milita.ry Court of Appeals has reversed
the sodomy conviction of a Navy career man
who was sentenced to be dismissed from the
service two months before he was eligible to
retire.

"The Court noted that Chief Warrant Officer
--- was convicted mainly on the strength
of testimony of a shipmate supposedly in-
volved in the alleged acts. The Court said in-
sufficient weight had been given the testimony
of thirteen witnesses who said ---'s char-
acter was excellent.

"He was accused of participating in sev-
eral acts of sodomy aboard the USS WASP
(CVS-181.

"The Court said that character testimony is
'often the best, if not the only defense which
the accused can produce in a sodomy case." "

Mr. S.
Jamaica, N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTION
BLANK

Name ..

Address

City .

State .
All copies sent In plain, sealed envelop.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: In U. S., Canada or
Mexico: $S per year, first class; $9, two years;
$6.50 one year airmail.

Enclosed $

I am over 21 (signedl _
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